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Ž . Ž .Let M, d be a complete separable metric space, V, S a measurable space
Ž .with S a s-algebra of subsets of V, and T : V = M “ C B M a multivalued
random operator. The measurability of the function F of fixed point sets of T
Ž .  Ž .4defined by F v [ x g M: x g T v, x is studied. In particular, it is proved that
F is measurable provided T is a random contraction, or M is a weakly compact
convex separable subset of a Banach space and T is a random multivalued
Ž .nonexpansive mapping such that I y T v, ? is demiclosed at 0 for every v g V.
The same result is also verified for a single-valued random nonexpansive mapping
in a uniformly smooth Banach space. Q 1998 Academic Press
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multivalued contraction; random multivalued nonexpansive mapping
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Ž . Ž .Let M, d be a complete separable metric space and let V, S be a
Ž .measurable space i.e., S is a sigma-algebra of subsets of V . A multival-
M  4 Ž .ued operator f : V “ 2 _ B is said to be S- measurable if, for any open
subset B of M,
fy1 B [ v g V : f v l B / B g S. 4Ž . Ž .
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Here 2 M stands for the family of all subsets of M. Recall that a mapping
T : V = M “ 2 M is said to be a random operator if, for any x g M,
Ž . M  4 Ž .T ?, x : V “ 2 _ B is measurable. We will denote by F v the fixed
Ž .point set of T v, ? , i.e.,
F v [ x g M : x g T v , x . 4Ž . Ž .
However, as we do not assume the existence of fixed points for the
Ž . M  4 Ž .deterministic mapping T v, ? : M “ 2 _ B , F v may be empty.
A random fixed point of T is a measurable function x: V “ M such
Ž . Ž Ž ..that x v g T v, x v for all v g V; equivalently, x is a measurable
Ž wselection for F. A lot of efforts were made cf. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 14, 16, 17,
x .18 and references therein to show the existence of random fixed points of
certain single-valued and set-valued random operators. But to the best of
my knowledge, it seems that no article was contributed to study the
measurability of fixed point sets of random operators. The reason is
perhaps because it is even much harder to prove the measurability of the
Ž .fixed point set function F of a measurable mapping T v, ? then to prove
the existence of a random fixed point of the mapping T. However, as a
Ž .matter of fact, if the fixed point set function F of T v, ? is measurable,
Ž .some mild conditions on T e.g., continuity and bounded-values, etc.
Ž .ensure that F v is closed for all v g V, then the existence of a random
Ž w x.fixed point for T follows from the well-known selection theorem cf. 1
which states that a nonempty set and closed-valued measurable mapping
admits a measurable selection. However, the techniques used to show the
existence of random fixed points seem not suitable for verifying measura-
bility of the fixed point set function. Indeed, there exists measurable
multivalued mapping which has random fixed points but the fixed point
function of which fails to be measurable as shown in the following example
Ž .due to Christoph Bandt private communication .
w xEXAMPLE. Let M s V s 0, 1 and let S be the s-algebra of Lebesgue's
w x w x w x Žw x.measurable sets of 0, 1 . Let T : 0, 1 = 0, 1 “ K 0, 1 , the family of
w xnonempty compact subsets of 0, 1 , be given by
w xx , 1 , if v s x g E;
T v , x sŽ . ½  41 , otherwise,
where E is a non-Lebesgue measurable set in M. Then, for any x g M
and any interval I ; M,
y1T ?, x I s v g V : T v , x l I / B 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
w x Ž .is either 0, 1 or at most a singleton; hence T ?, x is measurable. Similarly,
Ž .for each v g V, T v, ? is upper semicontinuous. Also the fixed point set
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Ž .of T v, ? is
 4v , 1 , if v g E;
F v sŽ . ½  41 , if v f E.
Ž .It follows that x v ’ 1 is a random fixed point of T , although F is not
y1Žw ..measurable as F 0, 1 s E is not measurable.
Ž .Recall now that a mapping T : V = M “ C B M , the family of
nonempty closed bounded subsets of M, is said to be a random nonexpan-
Ž . Ž .sive mapping, if for each x g M, T ?, x : V “ C B M is measurable, and
Ž . Ž .for each v g V, T v, ? : M “ C B M is nonexpansive, i.e.,
H T v , x , T v , y F d x , y , ; x , y g M ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .where H is the Hausdorff metric defined on C B M induced by the
metric d on M,
H A , B s max sup d a, B , sup d a, B ,Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5
agA bgB
Ž . Ž .for A, B g C B M . Here d z, K denotes the distance from a point
z g M to a subset K of M. Suppose that M is a weakly compact convex
separable subset of a Banach space. One of the approaches to show the
existence of a fixed point for a nonexpansive multivalued mapping T :
Ž .V = M “ C B M is to approximate T by the multivalued random con-
Ž .tractions T : V = M “ C B M given byn
1 1
T v , x s x q 1 y T v , x , v g V , x g M ,Ž . Ž .n 0 ž /n n
Ž Ž . Ž ..where x is a fixed element of M. Obviously, lim H T v, x , T v, x0 n“‘ n
 Ž .4s 0 for all v g V and x g M. However, the sequence F v of fixedn
 Ž .4 Ž .point sets of T v, x does not necessarily converge in a certain sense ton
Ž . Ž . w xthe fixed point set F v of T v, x ; see 11 . This indicates that we cannot
use the measurability of the fixed point sets of approximants to T to
deduce the measurability of the fixed point set of T. Another approach to
tackle this problem is the following. Set
1
F v s cl y x g M : d x , T v , x - .Ž . Ž .Ž .n ½ 5n
Then by Proposition 1.5, the continuity of T implies that F is measurablen
for each n. Moreover, it is immediately clear that
‘
F v s F v .Ž . Ž .F n
ns1
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So one can try to prove the measurability of F from this countable
intersection of measurable sets.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 1.1. If F v is compact in M, d for all n and v, then Fn
is measurable.
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. The compactness of F v implies that lim d y, F v sn n
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž .d y, F v for all y g M and even the stronger result: lim H F v ,n
Ž .. .F v s 0 which in turn implies the measurability of F; see Propositions
1.2 and 1.3.
Ž .However, if the F v s are not compact, the previous argument wouldn
fail; it is unclear if Proposition 1.1 is valid without assuming compactness
Ž .of the F v s.n
It is the purpose of the present article to investigate the measurability of
the fixed point set functions of measurable multivalued mappings. In
Section 2, we show that the fixed point set function F of a random
Ž .contraction T : V = M: “ C B M is measurable. The function of Lips-
chitz constants of T is not assumed to be measurable. In Section 3, we
prove that if M is a weakly compact convex subset of a Banach space and
Ž .if T : V = M “ K M is a measurable nonexpansive mapping such that
Ž .I y T v, ? is demiclosed at 0 for each v g V, then the fixed point set
function F of T is measurable. We also prove the same conclusion for a
single-valued random nonexpansive operator in a uniformly smooth Ba-
nach space. For convenience we list the following results.
Ž w x.PROPOSITION 1.2 Castaing's Characteristic Theorem; cf. 1 . If f :
M  4V “ 2 _ B is a closed-¤alue mapping, then the following are equi¤alent:
Ž .a f is measurable.
Ž . Ž Ž ..b For each x g M, the function v “ d x, f v is measurable.
Ž .  Ž .4c There exists a sequence f v of measurable selections of f suchn
that
cl y f v s f v , for all v g V , 4Ž . Ž .n
Ž .where cl y A denotes the closure of A in M.
< Ž . Ž . < Ž .Because d y, A y d y, B F H A, B for all y g M and A, B ; M,
Ž w x.we deduce the following result see also Itoh 6 .
Ž .  Ž .4PROPOSITION 1.3. Assume f v is a closed-¤alue mapping and f v isn
Ž Ž . Ž ..a sequence of measurable mappings. If lim H f v , f v s 0 for alln
v g V, then f is measurable.
Ž w x.For the next two propositions cf. 6, 4 , M is a closed bounded convex
separable subset of a Banach space X.
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M  4PROPOSITION 1.4. A mapping f : V “ 2 _ B is measurable if and only
if it is weakly measurable, i.e., for each xU g X U , the numerically ¤alued
U R  4mapping x f : V “ 2 _ B is measurable.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.5. Let T : V = M “ C B M be a random continuous
Ž .i.e., both upper semi- and lower semicontinuous operator. Then for any
s ) 0, the operator G: V “ 2 M gi¤en by
G v [ x g M : d x , T v , x - s , v g V 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
 Ž .4 Ž .is measurable and so is the operator cl G v of the closure of G v , where
the closure is taken under either the strong or weak topology of the space X.
2. RANDOM CONTRACTIONS
w xNadler 12 proved the multivalued version of Banach's contraction
principle as follows.
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Let M, d be a complete metric space and let T : M “
Ž . w .C B M be a multi¤alued contraction, i.e., there is a constant k g 0, 1 such
that
H Tx , Ty F kd x , y , x , y g M .Ž . Ž .
Then T has a fixed point.
Let us briefly recall the ideal of the proof of Nadler's theorem. Choose
Ž .any x g M, any x g Tx , and any k g k, 1 . Let l s krk. We can then0 1 0
 4 Žinductively construct an orbit x of T at x i.e., x g Tx for alln 0 n ny1
.n G 1 satisfying the property,
d x , x F lH Tx , Tx F kd x , x , n G 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .nq1 n n ny1 n ny1
It follows that
nk
d x , x F d x , x , n , p G 0,Ž . Ž .n nqp 1 01 y k
 4and hence x converges to a fixed point j of T with the estimate,n
nk
d x , j F d x , x , n G 0.Ž . Ž .n 1 01 y k
This estimate is useful in the proof of the following lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Let M, d be a complete metric space and let S: M “
Ž . Ž . Ž .C B M be a contraction: H Sx, Sy F kd x, y for all x, y g M, where
w .k g 0, 1 is a constant. For each a ) 0 set
F s cl y x g M : d x , Sx - a , 4Ž .a
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 4and F s x g M: x g Sx . Then
a
H F , F F .Ž .a 1 y k
Proof. Because F = F, we havea
H F , F s sup d x , F .Ž . Ž .a
xgFa
For an arbitrary x g F and « ) 0, we can choose an x g Sx satisfyinga 1
Ž . Ž .d x, x - 1 q « a . Starting from x s x and x g Sx we can construct1 0 1
 4an orbit x of S at x such thatn
nk
d x , j F d x , x , ;n G 0,Ž . Ž .n 1 01 y k
Ž .  4where k g k, 1 is arbitrary, and j g F is the limit of x ; in particular,n
we have
1 1 q « aŽ .
d x , j s d x , j F d x , x F .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 01 y k 1 y k
Ž . Ž . ŽBecause « ) 0 and k g k, 1 are arbitrary, it follows that d x, F F ar 1
. Ž . Ž .y k which implies that H F , F F ar 1 y k as x g F is arbitrary.a a
Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that M, d is a complete separable metric space,
Ž .V, S is a measurable space with S a s-algebra of subsets of V, and T :
Ž . Ž .V = M “ C B M a random contraction, that is, for each x g M, T ?, x is
Ž . w .measurable, and for each v g V, there exists a number k v g 0, 1 such
that
H T v , x , T v , y F k v d x , y , x g M .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Then the function F of the fixed point sets T gi¤en by F v [ x g M:
Ž .4 Ž .x g T v, x is measurable and hence T admits a random fixed point .
Ž .Proof. By Theorem 2.1 F v is nonempty for every v g V. For each
integer n G 1, let
1
F v s cl y x g M : d x , T v , x - .Ž . Ž .Ž .n ½ 5n
Ž .By Proposition 1.5, each F v is measurable and by Lemma 2.2,n
Ž Ž . Ž .. wŽ Ž .. xH F v , F v F 1r 1 y k v n “ 0 as n “ ‘. So F is measurable byn
Proposition 1.3.
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Remark. The existence of a random fixed point for a multivalued
w xrandom contraction was proved by Itoh 6 . But he required that the
Ž .function k of the Lipschitz constants of T v, ? be measurable. Here we
proved the measurability of the fixed point set function F without assum-
ing the measurability of k.
3. NONEXPANSIVE RANDOM MAPPING
Assume from now on that M is a weakly compact convex separable
subset of a Banach space X. The separability of M implies that there is a
metric d on M that produces the weak topology of M. Let H be thew w
corresponding Hausdorff metric defined on the family of nonempty weakly
Ž .closed subsets of M. Assume in addition that V, S is a measurable space
Ž .with S a s-algebra of subsets of V, and T : V = S “ K M is a nonex-
Ž . Ž .pansive random mapping, i.e., for each x g M, T ?, x : V “ K M is
Ž . Ž .measurable, and for each v g V, T v, ? : M “ K M is nonexpansive.
Ž .Here K M is the family of all nonempty compact subsets of M. For a
fixed x g M and an integer n G 1, we can define a random contraction0
Ž .T : V = S “ K M byn
1 1
T v , x s x q 1 y T v , x , v g V , x g M .Ž . Ž .n 0 ž /n n
Then by Theorem 2.3, the fixed point set function F of T given byn n
Ž .  Ž .4 Ž .F v [ x g M: x g T v, x is measurable. Let F v be the fixedn n
Ž .  Ž .4point set of T v, ? . However, as the sequence F v does not necessar-n
Ž .ily converge in the sense of Hausdorff's metric or some weaker sense to
Ž . Ž w x.F v see 11 , we cannot, in general, infer the measurability of F from
the measurability of the F s. Some other approach must be used. But firstn
let us recall the notion of demiclosedness: A multivalued mapping f :
Ž .M “ C B M is said to be demiclosed at 0 if the conditions x g M,n
Ž . Ž .x “ x weakly, y g f x , y “ 0 strongly imply that 0 g f x .n n n n
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose M, V, S are as in the pre¤ious text. If , in
Ž .addition, for each fixed v g V, I y T v, ? is demiclosed at 0, where I is the
Židentity operator, then the fixed point set function F of T is measurable and
.hence T has a random fixed point .
Ž . Ž .Proof. For each v g V, the fixed point set F v of T v, ? is
w xnonempty; see Lami Dozo 8 . Let
1
A v s x g M : d x , T v , x - .Ž . Ž .Ž .n ½ 5n
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Ž .Then A v is measurable by Proposition 1.5. For a fixed v g V, fromn
Ž . Ž .the demiclosedness of I y T v, ? it follows that the fixed point set F v
Ž .of T v, ? is weakly closed. Thus,
‘
F v s w y cl A v . )Ž . Ž . Ž .F n
ns1
Ž .Here w y cl A denotes the closure of A under the weak topology.
Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .Indeed, as A v = F v for each n, it follows that F w y cl A v =n ns1 n
Ž .F v . To show the inverse inclusion, suppose that there exists some
‘ Ž . Ž .x g F w y cl A v , but x f F v . Let d be a distance that pro-ns1 n w
Ž Ž ..duces the weak topology on M. Then we have d x, A v s 0 for eachw n
Ž . Ž .n. So we can find for every n an x g A v such that d x , x - 1rn.n n w n
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, by definition of A v , we can select y g T v, x forn n n
5 5  4which x y y - 1rn for n G 1. Now the sequence x weakly con-n n n
 4 Ž .verges to x and x y y , with y g T v, x for each n, convergesn n n n
Ž .strongly to 0. It then follows from the demiclosedness of I y T v, ? at 0
Ž Ž . . Ž .that 0 g I y T v, ? x . This contradicts the assumption that x f F v .
ŽU .Thus is proved. Now apply Proposition 1.1 to get the measurability of
F.
w x ŽRemark. If the space satisfies Opial's property 13 i.e., x “ x weaklyn
5 5 5 5 .« lim sup x y x - lim sup x y y for all y g X, y / x , then I y f isn n
Ž w x. Ž .demiclosed at 0 cf. 8 , where f : M “ K M is nonexpansive. So Theo-
p Žrem 3.1 applies to such a space. All Hilbert spaces and l spaces 1 - p -
.‘ possess Opial's property, but it remains an open question whether I y f
Ž pw x Ž .is demiclosed at 0 if the space X is uniformly convex e.g., L 0, 1 p / 2
Ž . Žand f : M “ K M is nonexpansive. Note: The answer to a single-valued
nonexpansive mapping f is yes, which is the famous theorem of Browder
w x .3 . A remarkable fixed point theorem for multivalued mappings is Lim's
result: If M is a nonempty closed bounded convex subset of a uniformly
Ž .convex Banach space X and if f : M “ K M is nonexpansive, then f has
w xa fixed point. The randomization of Lim's theorem was proved by Xu 17 ,
however, it is unknown whether the fixed point set function F in this case
is measurable.
Recall that a multivalued mapping S: M “ 2 M is said to be convex if
the graph of S,
Gr S [ x , y g M = M : y g Sx 4Ž . Ž .
is convex. If S is convex, then it is easily seen that for any number r, the
``level'' set,
x g M : d x , Sx - r 4Ž .
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w xis a convex set in M. The following improves upon Theorem 3.2 of 4 . Also
the proof given here is simpler.
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Suppose M and V, S are as in Theorem 3.1. Suppose T :
M Ž .V = M “ 2 is a multi¤alued continuous i.e., u.s.c and l.s.c random
Ž . Ž .mapping such that for each v g V, the deterministic mapping T v, ? has
a fixed point. Then the fixed point set function F of T is measurable.
Proof. For each n G 1 the set,
1
B v [ x g M : d x , T v , x - , v g VŽ . Ž .Ž .n ½ 5n
Ž .is convex. Noting that the fixed point set F v of T is closed and convex,
we have
‘
w y cl B v s F v , v g V .Ž . Ž .F n
ns1
Now by weak compactness and Propositions 1.1 and 1.4, it follows that
Ž .F v is measurable.
Next we assume that the space X is uniformly smooth and that M is a
nonempty closed bounded convex subset of X. Let S: M “ M be a
single-valued nonexpansive mapping. For each u g M and integer n G 1
define the contraction S : M “ M byn
1 1
S x s u q 1 y Sx , x g M .n ž /n n
w xLet x be the unique fixed point of S . A result of Reich 15 states thatn n
the strong lim x exists andn
P u [ lim x , u g MŽ . n
Ž .defines a nonexpansive retraction from M onto F S , the set of fixed
points of S.
 4LEMMA 3.3. If M is separable and u ; M is a countable set dense in M,n
 Ž .4 Ž .then P u is dense in F S .n
onto 6Ž . Ž .Proof. Let y g F S . Because the retraction P: M F S is nonex-
5 Ž .5 5 5pansive, it follows that y y P u F y y u for all n, which implies then n
 Ž .4 Ž .  4density of P u in F S as u is dense in M.n n
We conclude the article with the following result.
THEOREM 3.4. Let M be a closed bounded con¤ex separable subset of a
Ž .uniformly con¤ex Banach space, let V, S be a measurable space with S a
Ž .s-algebra of subsets of V, and let T : V = M “ M be a single-¤alued
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nonexpansi¤e random mapping. Then the fixed point set function F of T is
measurable.
 4Proof. Let u be a countable set of M which is dense in M. For eachn
Ž .pair of integers n, k, let x v be the unique random fixed point of then, k
random contraction,
1 1
kT v [ u q 1 y T v , x , v g V , x g M .Ž . Ž .n k ž /n n
Ž . Ž .  Ž .4Let x v g F v be the strong limit of the sequence x v as n “ ‘.k n, k
 Ž .4 Ž .  Ž .4 Ž .By Lemma 3.3, x v is dense in F v , i.e., cl y x v s F v fork k
every v g V. Therefore, F is measurable by Proposition 1.2.
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